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Persuasion Skills Black Book: Practical NLP Language Patterns for Getting The Response You WantBookshaker, 2009

	Imagine using the right words to become irresistibly persuasive. 

	Would that be something useful for you?

	

	The Persuasion Skills Black Book is a manual for quickly learning some very powerful hypnotic language patterns that you can use in practical, real world situations. These patterns are not...
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Van Halen: Exuberant California, Zen Rock'n'roll (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2012

	Van Halen are known for classic songs like “Runnin’ with the Devil,” "Panama,” and “Jump,” but also for the drama surrounding the exits of its former members. While many have attempted to discover the secrets of Van Halen through an analysis of their musical role models, John Scanlan looks at...
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Python Interviews: Discussions with Python ExpertsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mike Driscoll takes you on a journey talking to a hall-of-fame list of truly remarkable Python experts. You'll be inspired every time by their passion for the Python language, as they share with you their experiences, contributions, and careers in Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Hear from these...
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Liberalism, Diversity and Domination: Kant, Mill and the Government of DifferenceCambridge University Press, 2019

	This study addresses the complex and often fractious relationship between liberal political theory and difference by examining how distinctive liberalisms respond to human diversity. Drawing on published and unpublished writings, private correspondence and lecture notes, the study offers comprehensive reconstructions of Immanuel Kant's and...
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Web Design and Marketing Solutions for Business WebsitesFriends of Ed, 2007

	The Internet encompasses all types of websites, from social media monoliths to individual
	blogs, from Justin Timberlake fan sites to Fortune 500 businesses. Everyone has a voice, and
	the medium has become the ultimate level playing field for those seeking to interact with
	the world through an always-on, instantly available, nearly...
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Improving Research through User Engagement (Improving Learning)Routledge, 2011

	There are increasing calls for social science researchers to work more closely with research users. References to engaging users in and with research are now common in research funding requirements, national research strategies and large-scale research programmes. User engagement has therefore become part of the rhetoric of educational and...
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Meaning Diminished: Toward Metaphysically Modest SemanticsOxford University Press, 2019

	Meaning Diminished examines the complex relationship between semantic analysis and metaphysical inquiry. Kenneth A. Taylor argues that we should expect linguistic and conceptual analysis of natural language to yield far less metaphysical insight into what there is - and the nature of what there is - than many philosophers have...
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Fundamentals of Database Systems (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Fundamentals of Database Systems combines clear explanations of theory and design, broad coverage of  models and real systems, and excellent examples with up-to-date introductions to modern database  technologies. This edition is completely revised and updated, and reflects the latest trends in  technological and application development....
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Handbook of Neurochemistry and Molecular Neurobiology: NeuroimmunologySpringer, 2007

	Neuroimmunology is one of the most rapidly developing branches of Neurobiology, prompted by novel neurochemical, neuroendocrinological, and neurophysiological investigations of the central and peripheral nervous system including neuroendocrine systems. Neuroimmunology can be considered as an interdisciplinary science that covers relevant...
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Managing Your Money All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Want to take control of your finances once and for all? Managing Your Money All-in-One For Dummies combines expert money management with personal finance tips. From credit cards and insurance to taxes, investing, retirement, and more, seven mini-books show you how to improve your relationship with money — no matter your age or stage...
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Zoho 4 EveryoneQue, 2009
Forget the hassles and cost of old-fashioned office and business software: Now, you can do everything online with Zoho! Discover how to make the most of the amazing online applications that over a million people are already using! Here are complete step-by-step instructions and great insider tips for using Zoho’s 15...
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Dress and Society: contributions from archaeologyOxbow Books, 2017

	While traditional studies of dress and jewelry have tended to focus purely on reconstruction or descriptions of style, chronology and typology, the social context of costume is now a major research area in archaeology. This refocusing is largely a result of the close relationship between dress and three currently popular topics: identity,...
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